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Art in the Park Opens with Göran Thulin Adventure Images and a Commitment to the Preservation

of Nature. 

Royal Park STHLM and Fjärilshuset Haga Ocean launch Art in the Park. An initiative where a number of
installations have been placed around Hagaparken in order to support arts and culture. The first;
"Expeditionsfotografen" by Göran Thulin.

View the spectacular photographs from his expeditions and adventure trips to Antarctica, Kilimanjaro, South Africa
and the Galapagos Islands placed in the beautiful surrounds of Hagaparken. For the month of April, the walk around
Royal Park to Fjärilshuset will showcase this impactful work, outdoors, open for all to view and encounter. Meeting
Göran's pictures where nature and animals interact.

“My wish is that the images inspire people to commit to preserving these unique environments, that those that view
them create their own adventures and expeditions to share what they see in the world with others.” - Göran Thulin

Building Local Community
In these unprecedented times safety is essential for our health and being able to be outdoors enjoying nature becomes
paramount. The collaboration between Royal Park Stockholm and Fjärilshuset is for people to see the work as they
walk through Hagaparken. “We feel that initiatives such as these are great ways to support individuals and the
community. We’ve always been an integral part of this area and wanted to give a beautiful thing back. In hosting
artists that have impactful stories to share people can build memories to last and understand about regeneration. In
this show Göran is sharing his important first-hand account of environmental preservation.” – Ulrich John, Owner,
Royal Park Stockholm.

Environmental Impact and Expeditions 
Many of the trips Göran has taken are to areas that are exposed to great negative environmental impact,
environments that are changing and that risk disappearing as we know them today. Art in the Park wants to shine a
light on these important conversations, so people can get involved by seeing, hearing and talking about different
views and works.



“We work globally with marine conservation and preservation. For years we have been working on bringing the
wonder of the animal world to people so they can learn about ecosystems and  respectful human/animal interaction.
For instance, the purpose of the coral reefs at the Haga Ocean aquarium is to demonstrate a project we are working
on to create new reefs of limestone-rock on land. This is a great way to recreate man-made reefs regenreatively. " -
Micke Odell, Fjärilshuset

1-30 April 2021
 Hagaparken

 Map picked up at reception of Royal Park Stockholm.
Some parts of the art walk are limited by opening hours, 10: 00-17: 00.

Read more about Art in the Park
 

For more information: 
Shereen Daver, Director of Innovation & Education, Royal Park Hospitality Hub 
E-mail: shereen@tclhg.com 
Tel: +46 72 022 65 38

Captured in Nepal, Himalaya. The
Tibetan Dzo is a hybrid of a yak
and domestic cattle, they live  on
"lower" altitude compared to the
yaks and have big shaggy coats. 

Looking for Happiness: 
This holy man from the Buddhist religion shared that he has been
looking for happiness for 30 years, but was somewhat unclear if he

had found it yet.
 

http://www.royalparksthlm.com/event/art-in-the-park/

